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Southern Ontario Control-line 
Championships 

August 12 and 13, 2017 
 
Commentary by John McFayden: 
 
The 2017 edition of the SOCC were held on August 12th and 13th at the Beanfield in 
Dresden. In years past the flying circles were surrounded by acres of soy beans 
standing about 3 feet high and on occasion by wheat. Visually attractive but not a 
significant flying distraction. This 
year the crop was corn standing a 
full 6 feet plus high. The corn made 
for a very impressive wall and of 
course an unmistakable height 
marker for the stunt pilots and the 
judges. 
 
Wind at the Beanfield can be 
treacherous and many past 
Beanfield Grand Prix and SOCC’s 
are memorable because of both 
wind velocity and turbulence. This 
year the wind was tame on 
Saturday and near dead calm all 
day Sunday. In fact, the air on 
Sunday was nearly still with only periodic thermal movement that changed direction 
haphazardly. Made the judges do some running and the stunt pilots do some dancing 
while the combat pilots could enjoy the entire circle. 
 
Saturday featured LA .15 Sport Race, 80 mph Combat and Old Time Stunt as well as 
the traditional Beanfield evening BBQ. 
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There was concern that the small Shoestrings and Busters might have difficulty in 
taking-off and landing on the grass surface. It turned out not to be an issue as Brad had 
the grass cut very low. 5 teams entered the event and there was a total of 4 one 
hundred lap heats run. Race Starter Keith Morgan got the races organized and moving 

along nicely. The teams of Bourel/Hanson 
and Tower/Smith were eliminated and a two 
hundred lap final was run. The race was 
very tight and one missed landing leading to 
a bent needle was the difference between 
first and second. The team of Chris 
Brownhill and Wayne Petrevan reached the 
finish line first a mere 31 seconds before 
Blackmore and Bourel while Stunt Stu in a 
rented racer pitted by Paul Smith tripped the 
clock 50 seconds later. 

 
Over in the combat circle 80 mph got underway. While I cannot provide blow by blow 
details of the day’s events, I did watch one spectacular match between Brad LaPointe 
and Lou Scavone. The two pilots stood side by side for a couple of minutes in a furious 
and frantic battle, neither giving an inch, using only a small portion of the circle until 
there was a clean cut and then the game of hide and chase began. Another match 
featured a spectacular mid-air that generated a shower of styrofoam pieces rekindling 
memories of contests in the past when foam wings were the norm. At the end of the day 
the 80 mph Champion was Brad LaPointe, with Lou Scavone in second and Maxsim 
Svetlakov in third. 
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Old Time Stunt featured 5 entries. 
Judges were Len Bourel and John 
McFayden while Naomi Macklem and 
Coby McFayden handled the 
tabulating. John Paris piloting a 
smooth flying Barnstormer took top 
honours, while Doug Blackmore riding 
his Trick or Treat Viking grabbed 
second spot and Keith Morgan landed 
his Galloping Comedian in third place. 
 

As mentioned earlier Sunday was calm. 
Perhaps better described as still with only the 
slightest of breezes popping in and out 
causing the pilots any grief. 
 
First up on the stunt circles was Profile Stunt. 
There were six entries and Konstantin 
Bajaikine and Peter Hanson took on the role of 
judges. 
 
Chris Brownhill had the honour of the first flight 
with a Jr. Sky Writer powered by an FP. 20 
and posted a score of 423.5. John McFayden 
had the second flight flying his well 
experienced LA .46 powered Miss D and 
garnered a flight score of 508 which was the 
second highest score of the event. Doug 
Blackmore fired up the LA .46 in his Pathfinder 
and flew to a score of 474, his best of the day. 

Next up was John Paris with a new electric Oriental that flew crisply and smoothly. 
John’s sharp pattern was awarded a score of 526.5 which turned out to be the best of 
the day. Bill Trumble was next up and suffered from a lean engine run went over the 
time limit missing out on landing and pattern points. Last flight of round 1 was put up by 
Len Bourel flying his Big Yellow Taxi and Evo .61. Len also suffered a lean run and 
went over time losing his landing and pattern points. 
 
On to round 2 with the wind, as gentle as it was, becoming more of a factor. The 
thermals started really causing pilots issues as they seemed to change direction 
between maneuvers or vanish completely leaving flat calm air to contend with. The 
judges had to shift between flights and in many cases between stunts. In fact, no pilot 
scored better in their second flight. 
 
MAAC Stunt at SOCC ’17 also doubled as the F2B Team Trials. Len Bourel and Chris 
Brownhill took the judges seats and seven pilots put in flights. 
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Bill Trumble continued to suffer engine issues and in both MAAC flights got over runs. 
John McFayden was up next with his new Stalker .76 powered Shark Attack. A balky 
engine caused an attempt to be taken and on the second attempt the engine would fire 
but not run. A slow start meant an over run but John was able to put the plane through 
its first contest flight. Pat MacKenzie flying an electric Vector put in a smooth flight and 
posted a score of 559.5. John Paris took to the air next skillfully piloting his Stalker .51 
powered SV 11 through the pattern and landing with a score of 555.5. Konstantin 
Bajaikine flying an electric Yatsenko Shark quietly and on the sunny side of the circle 
earned a score of 572.5. Peter Hanson was up next with a Yatsenko Classic and 
powered through the sky with a round 1 leading 582.5. Last flight of round one was put 
up by Kim Doherty flying a Nobler. Kim got in all the tricks but not in prescribed order so 
suffered the loss of pattern points. 
 
Unlike Profile where the round 2 scores 
were lower than round 1 in MAAC/Team 
Trials most pilots scored higher on their 
second flight. Bill Trumble continued to 
have engine issues but John McFayden 
with loads of support and Len’s battery was 
able to get the big Stalker going quickly 
and without an over run score a 531.5. Pat 
MacKenzie and John Paris each raised 
their scores by a few points but Konstantin 
Bajaikine who with more consistent 
bottoms and very crisp corners posted a 
587. Peter Hanson encountered an unexpected engine issue just after take-off which 
resulted in calling an attempt. After a short cooling down break Peter fired the Yatsenko 
up and burned in a very smooth flight that impressed the judges to the tune of a contest 
high score of 590 and for a repeat win of the Rob Kolarik Memorial Trophy. 
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Over on the combat circle F2D was conducted. Again, I cannot provide any details on 
the matches but the action from those matches observed were furious and there was 
some spectacular crashes, mid airs and ground thumps. Streamers littered the circle. 
There is no silence as loud as the first second after two FAI combat ships go from full 
out to midair. 
 

 
 
F2D Champion for SOCC ’17 was Pat MacKenzie, second Maxsim Svetlakov and third 
place was Lou Scavone. 
 
SOCC ’17 was a great contest. Thank you to Brad and Nancy for their generosity in 
providing the circles and for some really good food and to all those who assisted in 
running the events. 
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SPEED LIMIT COMBAT 
Champion: Brad LaPointe 

 

 
Brad LaPointe 

 

Speed Limit Combat 

Pilot Place 

Brad LaPointe 1st 

Lou Scavone 2nd 

Maxsim Svetlakov 3rd 
 

    
 Lou Scavone (2nd) Maxsim Svetlakov (3rd) 
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F2D COMBAT 
Champion: Pat MacKenzie 

 

 
Pat MacKenzie (L), Brad LaPointe (R) 

 

F2D Combat 

Pilot Place 

Pat MacKenzie 1st 

Maxsim Svetlakov 2nd 

Lou Scavone 3rd 

 

      
 Maxsim Svetlakov (2nd) Lou Scavone(3rd) 
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LA .15 Scale Race 
Champions: Wayne Petrevan (pit) and Chris Brownhill (pilot) 

 

 
Wayne Petrevan (L - pit), Chris Brownhill (R - pilot) 

 

LA .15 Scale Race (100-Lap Qualifying Heats) 

Entry Pilot Pit Heat 1 Heat 2 

Chris Brownhill Chris Brownhill Wayne Petrevan 7:11:28 6:46:31 

Doug Blackmore Len Bourel Doug Blackmore 6:48:12 6:27:94 

Stu Henderson Stu Henderson Doug Blackmore 7:37:97 6:53:87 

Len Bourel Peter Hanson Len Bourel 9:45:36 7:32:02 

Ken Towers Paul Smith Towers 7:20:88 pass 

 

LA .15 Scale Race (200-Lap Final) 

Entry Pilot Pit Final Place 

Chris Brownhill Chris Brownhill Wayne Petrevan 13:51:53 1st 

Doug Blackmore Len Bourel Doug Blackmore 14:23:37 2nd 

Stu Henderson Stu Henderson Paul Smith 15:17:17 3rd 

 

              
2nd Place 

Len Bourel (Left - pilot) 
Doug Blackmore (Right - pit) 

3rd Place 
Paul Smith (Left - pit) 

Stu Henderson (Right - pilot) 
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OLD TIME STUNT 
Champion: John Paris 

 

 
Chris Brownhill (L), John Paris (R) 

 

Old Time Stunt 

Pilot 1st Flight 2nd Flight Place 

John Paris 312.75 304.00 1st 

Doug Blackmore 251.25 291.50 2nd 

Keith Morgan 276.75 268.25 3rd 

Paul Smith 267.50 274.50  

Chris Brownhill 242.50 250.25  

Judges: Len Bourel, John McFayden  
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden 

 

      
 Doug Blackmore (2nd) Keith Morgan (3rd) 
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PROFILE STUNT 
Champion: John Paris 

 

 
John Paris 

 

Profile Stunt 

Pilot 1st Flight 2nd Flight Place 

John Paris 526.5 508.0 1st 

John McFayden 508.0 497.5 2nd 

Doug Blackmore 474.0 464.5 3rd 

Len Bourel 462.5 386.0  

Chris Brownhill 423.5 414.0  

Bill Trumble 417.5 387.0  

Judges: Konstantin Bajaikine, Peter Hanson 
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden 

 

      
 John McFayden (2nd) Doug Blackmore (3rd) 
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MAAC STUNT 
Champion: Peter Hanson 

 

 
Peter Hanson 

 

MAAC Stunt 

Pilot 1st Flight 2nd Flight Place 

Peter Hanson 582.5 590.0 1st 

Konstantin Bajaikine 572.5 587.0 2nd 

Pat MacKenzie 559.5 562.0 3rd 

John Paris 555.5 559.0  

John McFayden 448.0 531.5  

Bill Trumble 330.0 449.0  

Judges: Chris Brownhill, Len Bourel  
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden 

 

      
 Konstantin Bajaikine (2nd) Pat MacKenzie (3rd) 
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F2B TEAM CANADA TRIALS 
Champion: Peter Hanson 

 

 
Pat MacKenzie (L), Konstantin Bajaikine (C), Peter Hanson (R) 

 

F2B Team Canada Trials 

Pilot 1st Flight 2nd Flight Place 

Peter Hanson 582.5 590.0 1st 

Konstantin Bajaikine 572.5 587.0 2nd 

Pat MacKenzie 559.5 562.0 3rd 

John McFayden 448.0 531.5  

Kim Doherty 528.5 516.0  

Judges: Chris Brownhill, Len Bourel  
Tabulator: Naomi Macklem, Coby McFayden 

 

 
Winner of Robert Kolarik Memorial Trophy: Peter Hanson 

 
 

 


